
SR540 Tip Sheet w/ EXT Tube

These are tips that we found useful with new customers, please also refer to the owners
manual. (Adjustments might be needed, this is an estimate for the roaster)

● Never leave the machine unattended or overfill the machine.
● Ambient air temp below 55*F will result in low heat output.
● Supply voltage below 116V will result in low heat output.
● Start with a batch size of 4 Scoops or 4oz (113 Grams) at first, until you familiarize

yourself with the controls and the roasting process.
● You can roast a minimum of 3 scoops or 3 oz (85Grams)
● Do not keep the fan on 9 during the duration of your roast.  This will result in low heat

output.  The fan helps control the heat more than the heater settings.
● Dry-process beans can produce more chaff and users should be cautions with the chaff

collector clogging up.  Adjust bean quantity as needed.
● Adjust the settings by turning the knob clockwise to increase and counterclockwise to

decrease value.  1 being the lowest and 9 being the highest output for the fan and
heater.

Sample settings for the SR540 w/EXT Tube (Start timer on 12) (Press Cool at any time
the desired roast level is achieved)

Fan Heat Duration

9 3 For 2 Min

7 7 For 2 Min

5 5 1 min

4 5 1 min

● Backing the fan down will increase the heat output.
● You can press Run/Cool at any time you want the roast to stop.
● COOL will run for 3 min.  The heater does shut off even though it still shows a value for

the heat.
● You want to look for the beans to have a nice tumbling movement, kind of like a “soft

boil”.
● Backing the fan below 4 might also be required to get a hotter output, as long as the

beans do not come to a stop, then the fan speed can be lowered.
● Turning the knob clockwise quickly will display the output temperature.  (This can take

some practice)


